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Standings 2014-2015





The End Result…





What happened?

Rush decisions

Expected outcomes were beyond capabilities

Money was thrown out but value lost

GMs/coaches do not play for 60 minutes on the ice

The Cup was the goal, not a winning season

But there’s an 82 game season before that







YOU NEED 4Es



Education

The foundation for all missions

Without knowledge, there can be no change

Using literature to develop plans of action

Vast amount of information available

Not only scientific…

Economic

Behavioural

Perception





Donald Rumsfeld Effect

May seem amusing at first glance

Silly phrase from a untrustworthy man

Effective means to raise concern

If we don’t know…what do we do?

Opens the door to uninvited ideas

Can change the landscape

Get people to think outside the norm

Can get out of hand if not handled correctly

You might understand but…



THE PUBLIC MAY NOT…













MCR-1
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Perspective…

Plasmid-mediated colistin resistance

Been around since the 1980s

Only discovered last year

Potential tipping point for a post-antibiotic era

Resists antibiotic of last resort



Reality…

Last resort

It’s the last antibiotic we would choose because of side effects

Missed in most of the media headlines

Mcr-1 is not an indicator of pan-resistance

Many are still susceptible to regular antibiotics

No sign of any compound resistance with carbapenamase

Some strains have lactamases as well 

Discovery does add nail to coffin of antibiotics

But this is by no means the end

Just have to add one more gene to surveillance



The 24/7 News Stream…





When Panic Attacks…

Evidence is the best defense

Will support good practice

But understanding the evidence is far more important

Panic can hinder this need

Can lead to trust in lieu of scrutiny

May also lead to unnecessary requests

How many have asked for tests to kill:

H1N1 pandemic flu – any influenza

SARS coronavirus – any coronavirus

HPV - poliovirus

Ebola & Zika – enveloped viruses



The Disinfection Dilemma
Guidelines for kill

Standard tests in place

Does a product meets the criteria?

The results can then be used to promote a product

Who can resist a 99.99% reduction

We are always looking for that <0.01 p value as well

It’s the benchmark of statistical significance

But how exactly did these results come to be?

What were the methods

Are they relevant?



Which Test Is Right For You?
Suspension Test

Good for soaking

Carrier Test 

Realistic for surface disinfection

Contact time is important!

Wipe Test 

Known as ASTM E2967 

Also, the Wiperator Test

Need to match methods

If not, the data can lead to choose an inappropriate method





The Pursuit of Papillomiacides



What’s The Problem?



Is This A Reason To Worry?



Probably Not…
HPV Biology

Non-enveloped DNA virus similar to poliovirus

HPV was tested in 2014

Myers et al. J Antimicrob Chemother. 2014 Jun;69(6):1546-50

Not surprisingly resisted certain antimicrobials

A panic situation?

The failing disinfectants also fail against poliovirus

Disinfectants known to kill polio…not included

No Assumed Risk

Evidence shows us the path









Engagement

After education in place, time to reach out 

Form alliances

Develop plans of action with other groups

Brainstorm possible trials & feasibility markers

Be Honest and Realistic

Don’t go overboard when pitching ideas



Bring Back Babylon

Speak different ‘languages’ 

Scientific 

Economic

Management

Policy

Need to bring these languages together

Not only ‘translation’

Also a matter of context

Find a common denominator for all

Answer has been known for centuries



The Grade 8 Principle





















Be Universal 

Remember to consider all possible stakeholders

Groups may be missed in the process

Could lead to unnecessary troubles

Behaviour is critical in this case

Need to figure out how people will react

Resistance? Acceptance? All out war?

Have to be ready to mediate these issues

If not, go back to education



Execution

Execution may seem like the best stage

It quite possibly can be the worst

Rehearse, rehearse, rehearse!

Go through all the motions

Determine pitfalls and hurdles quickly

Can save significant troubles

Always have the experts on hand…

May be more than one person















The Bundle Approach

A fascinating means of execution

Has represented a turnaround in many areas 

Particularly infection prevention and control

Involves ‘bundling’ already known practices into one

Creates a checklist of what works

Has been around for over 10 years

Ventilator-associated pneumonia

Central line-associated bloodstream infections

Disinfection and antisepsis



One Step-Wedge At A Time

Step-wedge approach

A form of sequential trial

Small groups within a larger group experience intervention

Continues over time until full implementation

Excellent method for execution

Can be performed in any context within healthcare

Provides exceptional data for analysis

Can be stopped at any time with minimal consequences

More: Brown and Lilford. BMC Res Methodol. 2006;6;54

Can be incorporated with bundles

Provide a larger picture comprise of very small steps







Evaluation

Academic

Publication and Conferences

Quality-Based 

Equating implementation with improvement

Public

Increasingly necessary 

Social interaction a must

Need to find harmony among all three















Summary

IPC is NOT Mission Impossible

Takes time and effort to get it right

The 4Es will guide path

Easy to understand & apply

Always remember the end goal

Successful mission




